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Undecidabihty of the unboundedness problem for specification models allowing fifo channels was 
proved a few years ago by Brand and Zafiropulo. The paper investigates a testing approach of that 
problem. Dealing with the general framework of systems communicating through fifo channels, 
we find a sufficient condition for unboundedness based on a relation between the nodes of the 
reachability tree. The construction of the resulting reduced tree can then be applied as well to 
communicating finite-state machines as to fifo nets. Moreover, the test extends existing decidabihty 
results. As a matter of fact, it becomes a decision procedure for a class of systems strictly including 
linear and monogeneous systems, which are the two essential classes in which decidability is already 
known. In order to conclude our study on a practical view, we show that a few modifications of the 
relation make the test available for Estelle specifications. 
1. Introduction 
This paper deals with the analysis of programs involving fifo queues or channels. 
The fifo channel object is widely used in computer science and is used as a temporary 
structured method. The most spread example is given by the specification of distrib- 
uted software. Programs are then described as a set of processes and communication 
memories. In many cases, fifo channels are used in order to model the asynchronous 
hardware technology which is the most common one. 
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The main specification models explicitly describing fifo channels are communicat- 
ing finite-state machines (Cfsm) [2], fifo nets [24] which extend Petri nets and some 
specification languages like Estelle [ 151. Estelle is a formal description technique now 
normalized by ISO. Its underlying model is communicating finite-state machines 
augmented with Pascal constructs. 
The whole behaviour of such a specification is modelled by a product of transition 
systems in which all interleavings of local actions are considered as possible com- 
putations. Thus, if fifo channels are not bounded a priori, the behaviour of such 
protocols specifications can lead to channels overflows. But the computation of 
bounds, which is a desired result of a verification, is often impossible to perform. 
Knowing if a channel is bounded or not is an interesting result, at least for two reasons: 
l in order to choose the suitable verification technique, and 
l it is a property to provide to the programmer who will have, for example, to plan 
a flow control mechanism. 
In the past, there have been a few papers written on this subject [12,6,8, lo]. We 
recall the main ones here. In most of them, other reachability problems were ap- 
proached and, as these problems are generally undecidable, authors restrict them- 
selves to subclasses in which some of the problems are decidable. 
In our paper we only deal with the unboundedness problem and we adopt quite 
a different point of view, which is a more practical one and which surprisingly permits 
one to improve the known theoretical results. Therefore, our contribution is two-fold: 
l Practical contribution: we describe a test for unboundedness which can be applied 
to all programs in the general class that we consider. 
l Theoretical contribution: we prove that this test is a decision procedure for unboun- 
dedness in a subclass of programs which strictly includes the main ones in which 
decidability was already proved. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins with a few notations about 
combinatorics on words, generalized to p-tuples of words. After recalling a few 
definitions on labelled transition systems, we give a formal definition of communicat- 
ing finite-state machines and fifo nets. We then define a general model of transition 
systems that we call transition systems with fifo channels (TSFC), which can express 
the behaviours of most specification models allowing fifo channels. We then introduce 
the unboundedness problem in that framework and recall the main decidability 
results for Cfsm systems and fifo nets. These results allow us to justify the testing 
approach. Section 3 introduces a new relation between the nodes of reachability trees 
of TSFC. By a careful examination of the behaviour of channels contents, we prove 
that this relation provides a sufficient condition for unboundedness. The induced test, 
based on the construction of a reduced tree, is then a decision procedure for a class of 
systems strictly including linear and monogeneous systems. These classes were almost 
the only not obvious ones in which unboundedness was proved decidable 
[12,6, 8, lo]. Section 4 describes an algorithm implementing this test and gives some 
applications to Cfsm systems. We conclude with some indications of how this test can 
be applied to Estelle specifications. 
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2. The unboundedness problem 
2.1. Notations and definitions 
2.1.1. Combinatorics on words 
Let us begin with a few classical notations and definitions about combinatorics on 
words. For readability reasons, they are extended to p-tuples of words. 
Let A be a finite alphabet, the elements of which are called letters. A finite sequence 
of letters is called a word and is denoted by 
x=ala2 . . a,. 
The empty word is E. 
The sets A * and A+, respectively, denote the set of all words over A and the set of all 
nonempty words of A* (A+ = A* - (~1). 
The set of p-tuples of words over the alphabets A,, . . , A, is the Cartesian product 
;; AF=ATxA:x ... xA,*. 
i=l 
A p-tuple of words X will be written as 
X=(x1, x2 )...) XJ. 
As usual, the concatenation of two words is denoted by a dot. 
We also define the concatenation of two p-tuples of words as the concatenation of 
each coordinate: Let 
X=(x, ,..., xP) and Y=(y, ,..., yP)e >T; AT 
i=l 
Define 
X.Y=(x,.y, )...) xp.y,). 
If z = x. y we say that x (y) is a lef (right)factor of z. U’(z) and RF(z) are the sets of 
left factors and right factors of z. The left factor usually defines a partial ordering 
d between words called the prejx ordering: 
xdz o 3y such that z=x.y. 
This is immediately generalized to p-tuples of words: 
(x 1, ... > X,)d(Z,,..., Zp) 0 V’i~[l ..p], XidZi. 
If n is a positive integer, xn is the concatenation of n words equal to x and is a power 
of x. 
Two words x and y commute if and only if x.y= y.x. Similarly, two p-tuples of 
words commute if and only if each pair of their coordinates commutes. 
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Remark. Two nonempty words commute iff they are powers of the same word [23]. 
This is, of course, false for p-tuples of words. X = (a, c. c) and Y= (a.~, c) give 
a counterexample. 
2.1.2. Labelled transition systems 
Labelled transition systems [22,21, l] yield a general formal framework which is 
often used to model the behaviour of concurrent processes. It is no more than 
a formalization of a simple structure which contains states and transitions linking 
them, these transitions being labelled with actions. 
Formally, a labelled transition system 9’ is a 4-tuple (Q, A, T, S,), where 
l Q is a set of states, 
l A is a finite set of actions or labels, 
l Tc Q x A x Q is a set of transitions, 
l &,EQ is the initial state. 
If a triple (S, a, S’) is a transition of 9, we say that the action a isfireable in S and 
leads to S’. We shall write 
s f+ S’. 
Let S and S’ in Q and ai, . . . ,a, be a sequence of actions in A; we will write 
sal...a,*s, 
if there exists some states S, = S, Sz, . . . , S,, S,+ I = S’ such that 
A state S’EQ is said to be reachable from S if there exists WEA* such that S z* S’. It 
is said to be reachable if it is reachable from SO. 
The whole behaviour of a transition system 9’ can be described as a directed 
(possibly infinite) labelled tree, called the reachability tree and denoted by RT(Y). It is 
defined by the following rules: 
l Nodes are labelled with reachable states. We will use a small letter s for a node and 
the corresponding capital letter S for its labelling state. 
l The root sO is labelled with the initial state SO. 
l Edges are labelled with fireable actions. 
The reachability graph RG(Y) is obtained from RT(Y) by merging nodes labelled 
with identical states. Thus, its set of nodes is isomorphic to the set of reachable states. 
For a given state SEGS we define the language L(Y, S) which is the set of sequences 
of actions which are fireable from S: 
L(9’, S)={WEA* s.t. ~S’EGS, S s*S}. 
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In particular, L(Y, S,), the set of sequences of actions which are fireable from S,,, is 
called the language of the system and is denoted by L(Y). 
2.1.3. Communicatingjnite-state machines andJifo nets 
Communicating jinite-state machines. Systems of communicating finite-state ma- 
chines (Cfsm systems) [2] are often used for the specification of communication 
protocols. 
A Cfsm system consists of a set of finite-state machines which communicate 
asynchronously by messages through fifo channels. 
Formally, a Cfsm system is made up of a set of finite-state machines {PI, . . . , PN) 
associated with a set of fifo channels fi,j, one for each pair of machines. To each 
channelh, j is associated an alphabet Mi, j of messages. These alphabets are supposed 
to be disjoint. Each machine Pi is a finite transition system (Qi, Ai, z, qoi), where: 
l Qi is a finite set of ni states and qo, is the initial state. 
l Ai is a finite set of actions. An action can either be an internal action (T), or an 
output of a message m into a fifo A, j (-m for mEMi, j) or an input of a message 
m from a fif0 fj, i (+ m for i?ZEMj, i). 
l Ti G Qi x Ai x Qi is the set of local transitions. 
The semantics that we consider is interleaving: if several actions of distinct ma- 
chines are locally fireable, all possible interleavings must be considered as possible 
global behaviours. Moreover, we must also consider the nondeterministic choice 
between local actions. This semantics allows one to consider the whole behaviour of 
the system as a labelled transition system Y= (Q, A, T, So), where: 
l Q=(QlX ... XQN)X(Xi,j= l,,N,i+jMEj). Thus, a global state SGQ is composed of 
- an N-tuple E(S)= (E,(S), . . . , EN(S)) of local states of machines, and 
- an (N2 - N)-tuple C(S)= (C,, 2(S), . . . , C,,,(S), . . . , CN, N_ I(S)) of fifo channels 
contents. 
l A=A,u...uA N: a global action is an action of one of the machines. 
. SO=(qo,,qO*,..‘,qON,&,...,E). 
l T G Q x A x Q is defined in the following way: let S and S’gQ be two global states 
and aEA be a global action. The triple t = (S, a, S’) is in T if one of the following 
conditions is satisfied: 
~ a=-rnEAi for meMi,j (output of m from Pi to Pj through&) and 
(E,(S), a, Ei(S’))E Ti and Vk # i, Ek(S’)= Ek(S), 
Ci,j(S’)=Ci,j(S).m and V(k, Q#(i,j), C,,,(s’)=C,,,(s). 
_ a = + me Aj for mE Mi, j (input of m in Pj from fi, j) and 
(Ej(S), a, Ej(S’))E Tj and Vk#j, Ek(S’)=Ek(S), 
m.Ci,j(S’)=Ci,j(S) and V(k, l)#(i, j), Ck, ~(S’)=c,,,(s). 
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a =ziEAi (internal action in 
(E,(S), U, Ei(S’))ETi and 
C(S) = C(Y). 
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Pi) and 
Vk # i, Ek(S)) = Ek(S), 
Fife nets. Fifo nets [24, 1 l] are a generalization of Petri nets [3]. Here, instead of 
places where tokens are added and removed, messages are concatenated and removed 
from fifo queues. 
Formally, a fifo net is a pair (N, MO), where N = (F, T, A, V) and 
F is finite set . ..f”> fifo queues, 
T is finite set transitions, 
l is a alphabet of 
l V: x Tu x F-A* a valuation and 
S 
Fig. 1. Example of a Cfsm system. 
p2 
tb 
0 
Figure 1 describes a system of two communicating finite-states machines. A part of 
its reachability graph is shown in Fig. 2. One can easily realize that its reachability 
graph is infinite. In fact, the initial pattern is infinitely repeated with a strict increasing 
of channels contents. 
(O,LGC) -(l,l,a,c) +c_ (Z,l,a,c) 2 (O,l,ab,c) A(l,l,aba,r) 
+a / +k / +a --- 
(1,2,%C~) (2,2,r,c)___T~ 
+‘$A= 
~, _ ’ 
B i, 
Fig. 2. A part of the infinite reachability graph of the Cfsm system. 
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l MO is a function from F into A*. Therefore, MO can be considered as an n-tuple of 
words. It is called the initial marking. 
A marking M is a function from F into A* which represents the n-tuple of fifo 
queues contents (M(f,), . . . , M(L)). 
For such a marking M, we say that a transition TV T is jireable if and only if 
VfeF, P’(L t) < M(f) (for the prefix ordering in A*). 
This is denoted by M(t). 
Thejiving of t in M then leads to a marking M’ such that 
V&F, IQ r).M’(f)= M(f). I%f). 
We denote this by M(t)M’. 
The semantics of fifo nets allows us to represent the whole behaviour of a fifo net 
(N, MO) in terms of a transition system. 
Note that fifo nets are at least as powerful as Cfsm systems: every Cfsm system can 
be translated into a fifo net with the same behaviour. Figure 3 represents the fifo net 
translated from the Cfsm system of Fig. 1. It is represented as a bipartite graph, where 
circles and bars, respectively, represent fifo queues and transitions (here transitions are 
labelled with their corresponding actions in the Cfsm system). An edge from a 
queue f to a transition t is labelled with V(f, t) and an edge from a transition t to 
a queue f is labelled with V(t, f). 
The initial marking MO is M,(f,) = MO(&) =j and M,(f) = E for all other queues. 
Starting from MO, the transition labelled with --a is fireable and leads to the 
marking M such that M(fi)=j, M(fb)=j, M(flz)=a and all other queues are 
empty. 
Fig. 3. Example of a fife net. 
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2.1.4. Transitions systems with jifo channels 
In the remainder this paper shall consider particular form of 
systems enough to the of systems, fifo nets with 
a modifications, Estelle specifications. Since main assumption that made is 
of channels as the we call transition 
systems with channels (TSFC). 
A is a transition system = (GS, T, S,, where: 
l is set states we global states. 
global S a (E(S), where 
E: and is finite E(S) called control of 
- C:GS+M;x ... ML for of Mj with 
, inM(a)) an M-tuple words denoting inputs to 
performed on while firing 
- out(a) (out1 (a), . . . , outM(a)) is an M-tuple of words denoting the outputs to be 
performed on channels while firing a. 
in and out are considered as functions from A into MT x ... x ML. According to 
the definition, an action can contain several inputs and outputs of words upon the 
alphabets of messages. 
a Ts GS x A x GS is the transition relation. 
A triple (S, a, S’) is in T if the following conditions are satisfied: 
_ a is jreable, that is, 
* &a)(E(S)) 4, 
* in(a) < C(S) for the prefix ordering in MT x ... x M$ (all inputs and possible). 
- The firing of a leads to S’, which is satisfied if 
* E(S’)=G(a)(E(S)) (denotes the modification of the control state). 
* in(a).C(S’)= C(S).out(a) (denotes the modification of channels contents ac- 
cording to the fifo mechanism). 
If (S, a, S’) is in T, we will note that S 5 S’. 
We define a partial ordering between global states which generalizes the prefix 
ordering between (p-tuples of) words. 
Definition 2.1. S is a prefix of S’, denoted by S<S’, if and only if the control states of 
S and S’ are identical, and the channels contents in S are prefixes (between words) of 
those of S’, i.e. 
S<S’ o (E(S)=E(S’) and C(S)QC(S’)). 
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We write S<S’ iff S6S’ and S#S’ (i.e. 3fj such that Cj(S)< Cj(S’)). 
The two functions in and out are extended into functions on sequences of A*. Each 
coordinate inj (outj) is extended into a morphism of monoids from A* into MT. 
The input language [S] L,(h) of a fifo channel fj is the set of message sequences 
filling up the channelfj, i.e. 
We will also use the family of languages L,(fj, S)=outj(L(Y, S)) for SEGS. 
The input language can be used to define particular classes of transition systems. 
Definition 2.2. Let L c A* be a language. Denote by n the concatenation product. 
L is monogeneous [lo] iff L s UFcl LF(ui.u:), with Ui, UtEA*. 
L is linear [6] iff L c UFI1 flrLI aFk, where ai,k’s are distinct letters of A. 
L is word-linear iff L G UrzI LF(fiFL, w$J, where wi,k)s are words of A*. 
A transition system is called monogeneous (linear, word-linear) iff the input lan- 
guage of each fifo channel is monogeneous (linear, word-linear). 
Note that linear and monogeneous languages are particular word-linear languages. 
After a close look at the reachability graph of the Cfsm system of Fig. 1, presented 
in Fig. 2, we can prove that this system is word-linear: 
L,(fI, J E LF((ab)*) is monogeneous and, thus, word-linear. 
L,(f,, 1) c c* is linear, monogeneous and, thus, word-linear. 
Definition 2.3. A fifo channel& is bounded iff there exists a constant integer Kj such 
that, for each reachable state S, the length of the content Cj(S) of the fifo channelfj is 
less than Kj. 
Kiinig’s lemma asserts that every infinite tree of finite degree has an infinite branch. 
If RG(9’) is infinite then so is RT(Y). So, there exists at least an infinite sequence in 
RT(Y). If the nodes of each infinite sequence in RT(Y) are labelled with a finite 
number of different states, then RG(Y) is finite. As a consequence, RG(Y) is infinite if 
and only if there exists an infinite sequence of nodes of RT(Y) labelled with an infinite 
number of different states. But in the transition system defined above, control states 
can take at most a finite number of values and the only possibly unbounded objects 
are channels contents. So, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.4. The reachability graph RG(Y) of a TSFC is finite if and only if all 
channels are bounded [25]. 
2.2. Known decidability results about Cfsm andJfo nets 
Theorem 2.5. The unboundedness problem is undecidable for two communicatingfinite- 
state machines, fife nets and for transition systems with fife channels. 
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Sketch of proof. The result for Cfsm systems was proved by Brand and Zafiropulo 
[4,5]. It is a consequence of the capability of Cfsm systems to simulate Turing 
machines and of the undecidability of the halting problem. In fact, it is a well-known 
result that there exists a particular Turing machine Ze, the universal machine, 
for which the halting problem is undecidable (there is no program that correctly 
answers the question “Does Z,, stop with input tape X?” for every sequence X). 
Starting from that machine, one can build a system of two Cfsm Y the behaviour 
of which simulates Z0 and such that Z0 stops if and only if every input action 
a =- m of Y is fireable (there exists a reachable global state from which a is 
fireable). 
Now, if the unboundedness problem was decidable, one could decide if all input 
actions are fireable. But this contradicts the undecidability result of the halting 
problem for ZO. 
The inclusion of Cfsm systems into fifo nets and into TSFC implies that the 
unboundedness problem is also undecidable for these models. But the result for fifo 
nets was also proved by Finkel in [7] with the use of language theory. 0 
The first idea to bypass the undecidability of the unboundedness problem is to work 
with restrctive models. This gives some decidability results. For systems of two Cfsm, 
unboundedness is decidable in the following cases: 
l one of the two fifo channels is bounded [4,5], 
l one Cfsm is restricted to send only a single type of message [13, 261, and 
l the input language of one fifo is monogeneous [S]. 
But, these results are much too restrictive because they cannot be generalized to 
systems of more than two Cfsm. However, there exist some decidability results for 
general Cfsm systems and fifo nets: 
l All the queues alphabets consist of a single type of message: It is a subclass of Petri 
nets and then the decidability result is proved in [20]. 
l All the input languages are linear [12,6]: Such a system can be simulated with an 
extension of Petri nets called Petri nets with structured sets of terminal markings, in 
which the unboundedness problem is still decidable. But a decision procedure can 
be exhibited without this translation. This procedure is based on an ordering 
< between markings which counts the number and range of letters ai of the input 
language in each fifo queue. This procedure works essentially because one can 
always decode the channel content over the letters ai. 
l All the input languages are monogeneous [X, lo]: In this class one can build a 
finite coverability graph of the (infinite) reachability graph which allows the 
decidability of the unboundedness problem, quasi-liveness and other reachability 
problems. It is based on the existence of an ordering + between global states 
defined by 
S6s’ o Vlfj, VYGL,(h, S), Cj(S).OUtj(y)bCj(S’).OUtj(y). 
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2.3. Jus@f__Gng the testing approach for unboundedness 
We presented above the main decidability results for Cfsm systems and fifo nets. 
But these results seem unsatisfactory for several reasons. As a matter of fact, the only 
not obvious ones for more than two Cfsm (and fifo nets) are obtained for the classes of 
linear and monogeneous systems. But the membership to these classes is generally 
undecidable [S]. Moreover, the decision procedures explicitly use the input languages. 
So, they can only be used on systems for which monogeneous or linear languages 
including their input languages are known. 
Suppose you are given a Cfsm system or a fifo net Y. You have to answer the 
undecidable question “Is my system linear or monogeneous?” and, if the answer is yes, 
“What is the monogeneous or linear language including the input language of each _fifo 
channel of Y?” before using the decision procedure. 
In the case of linear systems, the generalization of the decision procedure for 
word-linear systems seems impossible: even if the set of words Wi,k is a code, you 
generally cannot decode the channels contents into words. 
To sum up, the above decision procedures seem much too restrictive because they 
need additional information on channels which are generally undecidable. But, in 
counterpart, the monogeneous and linear classes of systems allow one to decide some 
other problems in reachability analysis. 
Our approach is conceptually different for we are looking for a sufficient condition 
for unboundedness, the weakest possible one, which could be applied to all specifica- 
tions. The basis of this test is the construction of a reduced tree (some kind of Karp and 
Miller tree): begin as if you were constructing the (infinite) reachability tree, and stop 
a sequence if you find a node satisfying the condition or when a loop is detected. 
A very important argument in favour of a testing approach in reachability analysis 
is that, because of the state explosion problem, decidability results, if they exist, are 
merely theoretical. The reachability graphs of real-size systems, even if they are finite, 
are often very large. While generating these graphs, one must store an increasing 
number of states with a bounded memory. Thus, a decision procedure which uses this 
kind of construction gives one of the three results: the property is true, false or there is 
a memory overflow. And this is exactly what gives a test. 
However, our search for a test is somewhat in the continuation of the decidability 
results for linear and monogeneous systems. Both were based on the construction of 
a reduced reachability tree built upon an ordering 4 on global states having three 
essential properties [9]: 
l Monotonicity: if S+*S’ and S < S’, S #S’, then, for every action n, 
S%Si *S’~Ss;, s1 es;, s1 zs;, 
l Well-ordering: in every infinite sequence S1 . . . S, . of distinct states, there exists 
a strictly increasing subsequence, i.e. there exist indexes i < j such that Si 4 Sj, 
l Computability of the ordering and of the equality between states. 
Monotonicity and computability give a sufficient condition and well-ordering 
assures that the algorithm always stops. 
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3. The unboundedness test 
3.1. Definition of a relation between global states 
The generalized prefix ordering seems to be a good candidate in order to provide 
a sufficient condition for unboundedness. But we can easily see that it does not work: 
we can build finite graphs in which nodes s and s’ satisfy s-+*s’ and S-C S’. See the 
example of Fig. 4. 
Therefore, we are looking for a minimum condition to add to this ordering in such 
a way that the resulting relation % is a sufficient condition for unboundedness. 
We are then looking for such a relation @ satisfying the following monotonicity 
property: 
s$*s’ and %(s, s’), S#S’ =z- 3w’~A*, s’%*s” and @(s’, s”), S’#S”. 
But the existence of w’ is difficult to prove if we do not explicitly characterize 
it. However, in most cases, unboundedness is a consequence of the ability to 
infinitely repeat the same sequence of actions. So, we will try to satisfy the stronger 
property: 
s s* s’ and %Y(s, ’), S # S' 3 s’ & * s” and @(s’, s”), S’ # S”. (1) 
0, b.a, E) 
Fig. 4. Cfsm system with a finite reachability graph in which two states are strictly ordered by the prefix 
ordering. 
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Suppose that (1) is true and that the relation ui5! is included in the prefix ordering 
d : 4Y(s, s’) =L- S < S’. Then if 
sY*s’ and %(s, s’), 
we have 
~QEMT x ... x M& s.t. C(S’)=C(S).Q. 
Now, s’~*s“ gives 
in(w).C(S”)=C(S’).0ut(w) 
= C(S).Q.oUt(w). 
And @((s’, s”) gives C(S’) d C(S”), which is equivalent to 
in(W).C(s)<~in(w).C(S”). 
Thus, 
C(S).out(w)=in(w).C(S’)6in(w).C(S”)=C(S).Q.out(w). 
And, finally, by removing C(S), 
out(w)<Q.out(w). 
As it is a consequence of(l), this inequality is a necessary condition for (1). Conversely, 
we will prove in the next section that if we add this inequality to < we have a sufficient 
condition for unboundedness. Thus, this will prove that out(w)<Q.out(w) is the 
minimum condition to add to < in order to obtain a sufficient condition for 
unboundedness satisfying property (1). 
Lemma 3.1. Let s and s’ be two nodes of RT(Y) such that s Y* s’ and S < S’. Then 
out(w)<Q.out(w) (where Q is the M-tuple such that C(S’)=C(S).Q) 
is equivalent to 
c(S).out(w)~C(S’).out(w). 
As a consequence, 
S<S’ and out(w)<Q.out(w) 
is equivalent to 
E(S)=E(S’) and C(S).out(w)dC(S’).out(w). 
Proof. Suppose 
out(w)bQ.out(w). 
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Then 
C(S).out(w)<C(S).Q.out(w)=C(S’).out(w). 
Conversely, suppose 
C(S).out(w)<C(S’).out(w). 
This inequality implies that C(S) < C(S’) and, thus, there exists an M-tuple Q such that 
C(S’) = C(S).Q. The inequality now gives 
C(S).out(w)bC(S).Q.out(w) 
and 
out(w)<Q.out(w). 0 
Let us now define the relation ?&. It contains the well-ordering over monogeneous 
systems found in [S]. 
Definition 3.2. If s and s’ are two nodes of the reachability tree labelled with global 
states S and S’ and such that s s* s’, 
uzC(s, ’) o E(S)=E(S’) and C(S).out(w)dC(S’).out(w). 
We will write @!+(s, s’) in the event of 4Y(s, s’) and S#S’. 
As a consequence of the definition, and with the same notations, we have the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 3.3. Zf s 1 s’ and 42, (s, s’) then out(w) and Q commute. 
Proof. Let j~[l..M] be a channel index. 
We have 
outj(W) < Qj. outj(W). 
Thus, 
3y~Mf S.t. Qj,OUtj(W)=OUtj(W).Y. 
On the other hand, 
Cj(S).outj(w)=inj(w).Cj(S’)=inj(w).Cj(S).Q 
and Out,(t) is shorter than Qj. Thus, 
!IZEMj S.t. OUtj(W)=Z.Qj. 
Now 
Qj.Z.Qj=Qj.OUtj(W)=OUtj(W).y=Z.Qj.y 
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and Qj.z has the same length as z.Qj. Thus, y = Qj and, finally, 
Qj.outj(w)=~~tj(~).Qj. 
This is true for each channelfj, and then 
Q.out(w)=out(w).Q. 0 
Remark. Q and out(w) are not necessarily powers of the same M-tuple of words. But 
for each coordinate j, Qj and outj(w) are powers of the same word. 
3.2. The relation is a suficient condition for unboundedness 
Now, we prove that the relation @ gives a sufficient relation for unboundedness. 
We begin with the proof of a property which shows that the prefix ordering is not 
far from being a sufficient condition for unboundedness. 
Proposition 3.4. Let s and s’ be two nodes in RT(Y) s.t. S <S’, and aE A a single action 
which is fireable in S and leads to S1. Then a isjireable from S’ and there exists a state 
S; such that S’$SS; and the control states of the two reached nodes S1 and S; are 
identical, i.e. 
(~5,s~ and S<S’)=(3s; s.t. s’$sS; and E(S,)=E(S;)). 
Proof. From the definition of s $si and S<S’ we have 
E(S,)EG(a)(E(S)) and in(a)< C(S), 
in(a).C(S,)=C(S).out(a), 
E(S) = E(S’) and C(S) d C(S’). 
Therefore, 
in(a)< C(S)6 C(S’) and E(S,)EG(a)(E(S’)). 
Then a is fireable in S’ and leads to all states Si such that 
W;)WW(S’))=W)(E(S)), 
in(a).C(S;)=C(S’).out(a). 
In particular, since E(S,)EG(a)(E(S’)), there exists a state S; such that 
E(SJ = E(S,). 0 
Remark. Proposition 3.4 is true for one single action a but cannot be generalized to 
a sequence of actions. In fact, we generally do not have S1 6s; and, thus, we cannot 
apply the same construction again. 
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We have some kind of monotonicity property given as follows: 
Proposition 3.5. Let w =a1 . . . a, and s,s’~RT(y) such that s:*s’ and %i(s,s’). 
Denote by s1 the node s.t. ~2s~. Then the action a, isjireable in s’ and leads to a node 
s; such that s’2sS; and @+(sl, s;). 
Proof. %(s, s’) implies S<S’. Thus, Proposition 3.4 asserts that a, is fireable from s’ 
and there exists a node s; such that 
$1~; and E(S;)=E(S,). 
Now if we note w’=a2 . . . a,.al, we have s1 %*s’ 1. 
Proposition 3.4 gives E(S,)=E(S;). So, we only need to prove that 
c(S,).out(w’)<C(S;).out(w’). 
We have 
in(a,).C(Sl).out(w’)=C(S).out(al).out(w’)=C(S).out(w).out(al). 
But if we denote by Q the M-tuple of words such that C(S’)=C(S).Q, 
out(w)<Q.out(w) implies out(al)<Q.out(al). 
Thus, 
in(a,).C(S,).out(w’)=C(S).out(w).out(a,) 
<C(S).out(w).Q.out(q) 
<C(S).Q.out(w).out(aJ 
< C(S’).out(w).out(a~) 
<C(S’).out(al).out(a~ . . . a,).out(a~). 
And, finally, 
C(S,).out(w’)<C(S’~).out(w’). 0 
Theorem 3.6. Let s and s’ be two nodes of the reachability tree RT(9’) of a TSFC. If 
sx*s' and uld,(s, s’) then the reachability graph RG(9’) is injinite. 
Proof. Let w=ul . . . a,,. Proposition 3.5 can be applied with s, s’ and a, and again with 
s1 and s;. If one reiterates this n times one builds two sequences 
S,Sl, . ..) s,=s’ and s’, s; , . . . , sk = s” 
such that 
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. , dk), . . such that the infinite sequence of 
labelling global states is strictly increasing for the prefix ordering. 0 
Definition 3.7. The (possibly infinite) reduced tree R&T(Y) is built like the reachabil- 
ity tree RT(Y) except for the following reduction: if s’ERT(Y) and there exists a node 
s in the sequence from s0 to s’ such that @(s, s’) then S’ is marked and the subtrees 
starting from s’ are not explored. 
3.3. Unboundedness decidability for w?ord-linear systems 
Theorem 3.8. The reduced tree RedT(Y) f o a word-linear TSFC Y is jnite. Thus, the 
unboundedness problem is decidable for word-linear systems. 
Proof. According to Kiinig’s lemma, we only need to prove that in every infinite 
transition sequence of RT(Y), there exist two nodes s and s’ such that s+*s’ and 
%(s, s’). 
Consider an infinite sequence of nodes in RT(9). The set LS of control states is 
finite. So, we can extract from this sequence a finite number of subsequences such that 
the control states E(S) in all these nodes are identical. Among these subsequences, at 
least one is infinite. Let (s,), be one of them. 
For a particular channel fj, we have 
L,(fj)G 6 LF 3 wtk 
i=l ( ) k=l 
An automaton accepting L,(h) is given in Fig. 5 (all states are accepting ones). 0 
Denote by u, the sequence of actions from s, to s,+ 1. For each m, outi can only 
take one of the “trajectories” defined by a particular index i in the above automaton. 
Now, by considering all possible behaviours of Outj(U, . v,) and inj(v, . . . Q,,), it is easy 
to describe all possible contents of fj in (s,),. So, there exists at least one index 
iE[l:N] such that 
>I . 
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Fig. 5. 
For every pair (k, 1) of indexes such that 1 <k < 1 d Ni, we can find a subsequence 
(s,), of (s,), such that there exist 
0 sequences (rk, n)n . . (rl, J, of integers, 
l two constant words cELF(RF(Cj(So).Wi,k)) and dELF(wi,l), satisfying 
where c and d are fixed parts and k, 1 and (r,+),, . . . (t-J,, define the variable part 
n:=, W;,hin of (s,),. 
Note that if there exist indexes n, and hi s.t. rh,,n,#O then Vh<hl the 
sequences (r&,,>,,, are stationary. In fact, rh ,,“, #O means that we have started to 
output the word Wi,h; Thus, the preceding ones Wi,h, h<h, cannot be output 
anymore. 
Thus, either from an index nl, all sequences (r,,, ), are stationary and (Cj(S”)),>,l 
too, or there exists an index h, such that from (rh,, ,). we can extract a strictly 
increasing subsequence (rh, .P)P. In the second case, according to the above remark, all 
sequences (rh, p)h< hl are Stationary and (rh,p)i,,hl are null [otherwise, (Y,,, &, would be 
stationary]. Then (Cj(S,)), is strictly increasing for the prefix ordering and every 
element of the sequence can be written as 
with C a constant word in LF(RF(Cj(S,). Wi, k)). nkL<’ w$,, and D a constant word in 
LF(Wi,h,) and constant integers rk, . . , rlr_ 1. 
Denote by Qj, P the word s.t. Cj(Sp+ i)=Cj(S&.Qj, P and up is the sequence of actions 
from sP to sP+i. 
l If kfhl then Vp, inj(vp)=& and oUti( Qj,,, 
Thus. 
Cj(Sp).OUtj(lJp)< Cj(Sp+ l)*OUtj(Up). 
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l Otherwise, CELF(RF(Cj(S,).w,,,,)). If there exists a finite number of indexes 
p such that inj(v,) # E then there exists an index p1 such that Vp > pl, inj(vp) = E and 
we fall in the preceding case. Otherwise, there is an index p1 st. 
Cj(SO)<i~j(uO ... up,), 
i.e. Cj(S,) is completely received. 
We can then take C in RF(Wi.h,). Now denote by B and E the words s.t. 
B.C=D.E=wi,h,. Thus, outj(D,) has the form (E.D)‘p. 
We have 
and 
Cj(S,+1)=C.(B.C)‘h~~p+l.D=C.(B.C)Th~.p.(D.E)rhr.p+‘-rhl,p.D. 
Thus, as outj(u,) = (E. D)‘p we conclude 
Cj(S,).oUtj(U,)<Cj(S,+i).oUtj(U,). 
Then for the channel f; we have found a subsequence (sp),, such that the sequence 
(Cj(S,)), is either stationary, or strictly increasing for d and satisfying 
We then apply the same construction with the resulting subsequence, consecutively 
with the other channels. Finally, this diagonalization builds an infinite subsequence in 
which two consecutive nodes satisfy a. 
4. Application 
4.1. Implementation of the unboundedness test 
A prototype of the program of Fig. 6 which constructs the reduced trees of extended 
Cfsm systems has been written in Pascal. 
While testing unboundedness we only need to know the current sequence of actions 
and states from the root. We can then theoretically use a depth-first strategy in which 
we only keep trace of this sequence in a stack. In order to avoid traversing again nodes 
with the same labelling global states, we use the rest of the memory for recording 
completely visited nodes. The reachability graph may be infinite; so, when the memory 
overflows we randomly replace nodes [14, 16, 173. 
The number of tests performed for each new node s’ is growing with its depth in 
RT(Y). In order to avoid this, and as we are only testing for unboundedness, we can 
bound the number of nodes s for which we test @(s, s’). The increase of time needed for 
the test for each node s’ is then bounded by a function independent of its depth. 
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St-States:= nil; (* stack of states of the current sequence *) 
St_Fireable:=nil; (* stack of sets ofjireable actions *) 
Visited:= nil; (* heap of completely visited states *) 
Marked:=& (* set of marked states *) 
push(&, St-States); 
push(jreable(S,), St-Fireable); 
while St-States # nil do begin 
cur-state:= top(StLStates); 
if top(St_Firenble)#@ then begin 
a:=take_one~elt_off(top(St-Fireable)); 
successors:=succ(cur_state, a); (* set of states reached by Jiring a *) 
forall S’E successors do 
if S’#St_Statesu Visited then 
if 3SESt_States s.t. 1(S, S’) then (* UNBOUNDED *) 
Marked := Marked u {S’} 
else begin 
push(S’, St-States); 
push(jireable(S’), St-Fireable); 
end; 
end; 
else begin (* top(StPFireable)=O *) 
pop(St_States); 
pop(St_Fireable); 
Visited:= Visited” {cur-state}; 
end; 
end; 
Fig. 6. Algorithm constructing reduced graphs. 
Although it depends heavily on the graph structure, we can give the theoretical time 
needed for all the computations of @(s, s’) for a given node s’ as a function of its depth 
d(s’) in RT(Y). The number of nodes s in question is less than d(s’). Their depth ranges 
over [O. .d(s’)- 11. For each node s, checking the equality E(S)=E(S’) requires less 
than N comparisons. 
Let s y*s’ and use the following notations 
IC(S)I=maxjM=lICj(S)I and I~ut(w)I=maxjM=~Iout~(w)I 
Checking whether 
c(S).out(w)~C(S’).out(w) 
needs less than M.(IC(S’)I + lout(w message comparisons. For a given node s’, the 
total number of comparisons F(s’) satisfies 
d(d) - 1 
F(s’)d c M.(IC(S’)l+lout(w)l). 
d(s) = 0 
We can reasonably suppose that 
IC(S’)]<K,.d(s’) and Iout(w)I~K~.(d(s’)--d(s)). 
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Thus, 
F(s’)~M.K,.d(s’)2+M.K2. 
do + d(s’) 
2 . 
The complexity of checking whether there exists an s such that “u(s, s’) for a given s’ is 
then in O(d(s’)2). But the experimental results of the next section will be more 
instructive. 
4.2. E,xamples 
This section gives some examples of unbounded Cfsm systems. They were all tested 
with a prototype of the algorithm presented above, running on a SUN4 workstation. 
The first example is given by the Cfsm system Yi of Fig. 1. We saw that its 
reachability graph is infinite (see Fig. 2). It is a word-linear system: 
t,( fi, 2) E LF( (ab)*) is monogeneous, 
Ll(f2. i) G c* is monogeneous and linear. 
Then its reduced tree in Fig. 7 is finite (Theorem 3.8). It has only 34 nodes, 5 of which 
are marked. 
The Cfsm system Y2 of Fig. 8 is also word-linear: 
L,(f,, 2) G LF((ab)*.a.(ba)*) is word-linear: 
L,(f,, i) G LF(cd)* is monogeneous. 
Unboundedness is then decidable. The program generates the 1221 nodes of the 
reduced tree in less than 7 s. It detects 247 marked states and spends 27% of the time 
in the computation of %. 
a.bd < aba.bo’ 
Fig. 7. Reduced graph of the Cfsm system of Fig. 1. 
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The Cfsm system Y3 of Fig. 9, which produces an infinite reachability tree, has been 
specially designed to fail our test. There exists, among others, an infinite sequence of 
fireable actions of the form 
w v l12.v2 2” 2” . . . ..u .v . . . 
traversing an infinite number of increasing states (for the generalized prefix ordering), 
but the relation @ is always false. This kind of “exponential growing” cannot be 
detected with our procedure. With channels bounded to 8 messages, the 1473 nodes of 
the finite graph are generated in 11 s. The time spent in computing @ is 50% of the 
total time. 
Consider now a system obtained from LYE, described in Fig. 8, by identifying the 
two states 1 and 2 of the first Cfsm. Its reachability tree contains the reachability tree 
of 9s. Thus, there are infinite sequences in which the test is always false. But there are 
some other sequences in which the test is satisfied. We are in the case where 
unboundedness should be detected although the reduced tree is infinite. 
4.3. Unboundedness of l&telle specljications 
The Estelle language is a formal description technique (FDT) standardized by IS0 
and well-suited for the specification of distributed systems [lS]. A specification 
describes a hierarchy of modules which are essentially automata extended with Pascal 
constructs and which communicate by messages through fifo channels. Each local 
transition is supposed to be atomic; thus, no assumption can be made concerning the 
relative speeds of modules. The semantics of the complete Estelle specification is 
defined in an operational way in terms of transformations of a global state (union of all 
local states, hierarchy of processes and channels contents). Several modes of parallel- 
ism can be described: sequential nondeterministic, synchronous or fully asyn- 
chronous. So, in order to model the behaviour of the specification, all possible 
interleavings of transitions must be considered as possible computations. 
td 
Fig. 8. A word-linear system. 
Fig. 9. An unbounded system not detected as unbounded. 
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Unfortunately, we cannot directly apply the unboundedness test to Estelle speci- 
fications. In fact, the behaviour of an Estelle specification cannot be described by 
a TSFC. The first reason is that the set of possible global states is theoretically infinite, 
but this is not a real problem since we only test unboundedness. The main reason is 
that, due to the existence of priority clauses, the possibility to fire a transition depends 
not only on the state of the module but also on other possible transitions. But we can 
avoid this problem too by adapting the notions of states and prefix ordering. 
In order to apply our unboundedness test, we must ensure that the transition 
system of an Estelle specification satisfies the monotonicity property of Proposition 
3.5. Recall that this property asserts that the relation %V is preserved by the firing of 
a single action. 
This proposition for TSFC is a consequence of Proposition 3.4: 
(~5s~ and S<S’) = (3s; s.t. s’>sS; and E(S,)=E(S;)) 
and the behaviour of channels contents. 
The behaviour of channels contents in Estelle specifications is the same as in TSFC. 
Thus, we only need to prove Proposition 3.4. The only problem we have to deal with is 
the existence of priority clauses used in transitions. This problem obliges us to redefine 
what is a global state and what is the prefix ordering between these states in such 
a way that 
S d S’ * jireable(S) c3fireable(S’), 
where$fireable(S) is the set of fireable actions in S. As a matter of fact, if no priority 
clause is used, global states are defined as in the IS0 document (hierarchy of 
processes, variables, delayed values, , . . and channels contents) and the prefix ordering 
is defined as the prefix ordering between channel contents and equality between the 
remainder. Otherwise, the set fire&e(S) must be included in the global state and the 
prefix ordering is intersected with the inclusion of the Jireable sets. 
The definition of @ and the proof of Proposition 3.5 are then almost identical. 
5. Conclusion and prospects 
Dealing with the difficult problem of unboundedness of fifo channels, we have 
defined a general class of transition systems explicitly describing fifo channels and 
including Cfsm systems and fifo nets. 
We have exhibited a new relation between global states included in the prefix 
ordering and proved that it provides a sufficient condition for unboundedness. This 
relation induces a test for unboundedness by the construction of a reduced tree. The 
testing approach allows the detection of unboundedness even when the reduced tree is 
infinite. The test could also be improved if it were preceded by a static analysis of the 
system [4] which could give bounds to some channels. 
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We proved that this test is, in a sense, strictly more powerful than the decision 
procedures for monogeneous and linear systems: the reduced tree of a word-linear 
system is always finite. Thus, it provides a decision procedure for the class of 
word-linear systems. But quasi-liveness is still an open problem in this class. As 
a matter of fact, our relation does not allow to build a coverability tree. 
We think that the unboundedness test can be very useful for protocol designers in 
the verification phase of protocol specifications. It can easily be mixed with an on-line 
model-checking algorithm [16] and then test unboundedness while, for example, 
verifying temporal logic formulas. 
The applicability of our unboundedness test to Estelle specifications is, in our 
opinion, a very important result. As a matter of fact, Estelle is a real language for the 
specification of protocols and is already used in verification tools. Therefore, it would 
be interesting to provide the unboundedness test in such tools. 
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